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This document briefly introduces the new functions and features in the 

iVMS-5200 ANPR Function Module Version 1.0.0 updated from iVMS-5200 

Professional Version 3.2.302. 

The content of this manual is furnished for informational use only and it is 

subject to change without notice. 
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Added 

 Resources are added via iVMS-5200 ANPR module. 

 Notify the ANPR Control Client when resources update. 

 Vehicle owner phone, email, address, vehicle color, vehicle type 

and vehicle brand are editable for the vehicle. 

 Cameras can be organized into groups for management. 

 Search and manage detected vehicle information. 

 Support device whitelist event and device blacklist event, and video 

loss event and alarm settings for ANPR camera. 

 Generate ANPR cameras’ Traffic Flow Report. 

 Send reports regularly. 

 Provide multiple functions for live view of ANPR camera, including 

1/2/4/9/16-window division, manually switch vehicle picture and 

live video, view vehicle information, and manually edit the license 

plate number. 

 Check the device online status, recording status, camera online 

status and the server status. 

 Generate report for average parking duration statistics. 

 Attach the vehicle picture to the event notification email. 

 The displayed resources are controlled by permissions. 

 Create a copy of vehicle list and customize the name for new vehicle 

list. 

 Manually take a picture of the entry or exit vehicle for license plate 

recognition. 

Updated: 

 Separate permissions for entrance and exit. 

 Parking lot can define the linked vehicle list as whitelist or blacklist 

as needed. 

 Trigger pop-up alarm image as the linkage action for the detected 

ANPR camera event and parking lot event. 

 Optimize the alarm center for showing real-time alarm and 

searching history alarms. 

 Update the permissions to provide more detailed and refined 

permissions. 

 Provide new report design and print report as desired.  
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